
Navigate Global Market Meltdown & Recession 

Digitian View!
We have correctly predicted that 
there will be a market Meltdown 
in USA during March-April 2020 
(refer to our newsletter link December 
2019 & January 2020). However, we 
did not have expected such deep crash 
that we have seen due to COVID-19.  
Refer to our market charts. Our 
Trading strategy was perfect for 
USA and our performance is Superb 
and very few Fund Managers will 
have such a fantastic result when 
the entire market is down.

OUR USA RETURN in 2020 
(31st March 2020): 

30% vs -20% S&P 500 
overvalued stocks. (2019 28%)

This clearly shows our ability to 
perform and beat market in this 
kind of volatile market.

I always mention, It is comparatively 
easier to make money in the bull 
market but if you can make money in 
the bear market then that shows  super 
capability and understanding of the 
market. Then you are truly 
professional and capable of making 
money for Investors. I am happy we 
have shown that rare trend and we are 
now ready to make SUPER GAIN in 
our USA.

We have analyzed the entire 
Black Swan - Event  COVID 19 in our 
News- letter February 2020(Link)  
which if you should read in order to 
keep you ahead in this market. In this 
issue,we are concentrating on markets 
and economies post COVID-19. We 
believe this will open up Economic 
crises and social crises as well.
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Digitian View
A monthly Investment outlook

“ We are at the beginning 
of a deep recession, do 
not get fooled by the 
rebound rally in the stock 
markets, second and third 
order effects  will come.. 
preservation of cash is 
key”
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COUNTRY DATA
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In agriculture trade, China agreed to 
reduce non-tariff barriers that inhibit 
U.S. exports of beef, poultry, dairy, 
and other agricultural products. One 
example is sanitary and phyto sanitary 
measures. While these regulations 
intend to protect consumers from 
diseases and contaminants in food, 
they are akin to trade barriers if they 
are too restrictive. Farmers and 
Agriculture Sector will be benefited

c) Thirdly given the falling demand,
unemployment, other consumer
related industries will be affected
which in turn will affect the capital
intensive industries as investors will
be restricted.  This will also lead to
huge Non-performing loans - from
Individuals, small businesses and
Corporates - that will create losses for
Banks. Given the death and health cost
and may other recall of insurances for
loss of business etc, the insurance
industry will also be in problem.
Further, given the foreign exchange
issues and  high budget deficits, many
sovereign will default in the bonds
payment so the same will crash the
bond market which will create a huge
effect for marginal countries and
prolonged the recession;

This creates the more greater problem 
than 2008 for sure where the problem 
started only in the financial industries 
and Government could pump in 
money  and the markets are back 
within 2 years. This time it will be 
more prolonged for many countries;
Please refer to our country chart and 
an early indications given by 
Debashish in his article.

Capital Markets
As I mentioned in last issue,
"spectacular V shape recovery in 
the stock markets are ruled out, it 
will be U shape recovery. However, 
the duration will be dependent on 
the global linkage of each economy 
and how the portfolio money move 
between countries." Now most of 
the Pundits  have accepted this and 
openly talking about this. So again 
we are right and this complicates the
matter as : How flatten will be the U 
curve ? we do not know the answer.
Interestingly, in all major markets you 
will observe a rebound rally USA, 
China, India although there has been 
no significant change in the 
environment.

Remember in February 2020 Newletter I 
left a Question : How Far we are from 
Recession? One Quarter away, Yes if 
this virus continues to spread from the 
present  7 countries to over 20 countries 
including India death toll ex china 
crosses  30,000. Then  the global 
economy is not far from recession. 

At the end of March'20, 171 countries 
got affected - 1.25 million people 
infected and  more than 69000 died 
with over 45,000 critically ill  ---  over 
60% of the world population are under 
lockdown (new word), except essential 
services all business, airports and 
countries  have stopped working. By 
the time we report next month it will 
be over  200,000 dead

So definitely we are in RECESSION.
Therefore, the Question is how big will 
be  the recession. 

Let me give you some more 
developments- a) Energy price war 
between Russia and Saudi Arabia - Opec 
became almost ineffective -  The oil price 
hit a Low of $22 per barrel(unheard off). 
This will lead to bankruptcy of several 
oil companies, also affect many oil 
dependent countries. Further, given the 
lockdown and falling global demand for 
energy it will be a long haul. 

b) Airline, Travel Tourism and
Hospitality Industry -  Given the lock-
down of the countries and close down of
airports. Most of the international airlines
have grounded their flights - 90%
operations came to a hault. Given the  
spread of fear and social distancing (new
phrase), the industry will be affected for
sure for a quarters to 2 quarters;
Passengers will not be back before
winter. There will be huge capital loss
and  bankruptcies and merger which will
also add to the recession pressure and
jobless. Many tourism dependent
countries will face huge issues in terms
of budget deficit &  huge unemployment.
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However, this is not the time to relax 
rather this is the most difficult time in the 
market. Pundits have already predicted 
that there will be  a second and third 
order effect  which will keep the market 
volatile (Till the USA VIX is above 18 -
presently at 45). We also agree to the 
same. 

So my advise to investors will be to stay 
away from the market and only invest 
through your Fund Managers. This market 
is not suitable for individual investors.

However, as Fund Managers we shall 
be in the markets and will play the 
game as it unfolds. However in USA our
strategy will be as under :
1. Prefer Cash than staying put

in Investment,
2. High Volatility : will be the

norm of the Game :  so we shall
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BEST CHART 
OF THE 
MONTH

Courtesy: Bloomberg

“The average number of days
from peak to bear market 
territory is 255, the median is 
156. The Dow's fall in 2020
would make it by far the fastest
all-time high to bear market ever
- much severe than 2008 or 2001
The second fastest was 1929,
which took 36 sessions.”

The chart tracks the fall in DOW 
index in each of the earlier fall 
which were more than 20% 
since 1917 - percentage of fall 
since the peak just before crush
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limiting our loss limit.

3. Time with the market is the key:
Market swings with every news so we have
to closely watch each movement

4. Reassessment of the Revenue Model
of the companies before investment : This
we have carried out and are watching over
40 shares some of which which we think
will be performing better than markets;

I am sure when I will write the April 
issue by then we shall see the second 
order effect post the begining of the 
earning season. Remember preservation 
of cash is more  important  till the full 
effect becomes clear.

Stay at home and be happy with family and 
watch your Investment!

Saugata
Stamp



VaLue inVesting
Debashish Neogi

debashishn@mydigitian.com

Just to recap what I wrote in my last 
article. There is a famous Chinese 
proverb :  “Those who predict, do 
not know, those who know, do not 
predict. But nobody knows"

The above statement is so apt during 
this crisis of Covid 19 .One cannot 
predict by extrapolating the past as this 
virus is different .Those who are expert 
are also conservative and  scared to 
predict ,actually no one knows for 
surety which makes it very difficult for 
us to act.

In this context what I wrote is : 

Assuming you are (a)long term 
investor, so when market in end Jan as 
per you was (b)fairly valued (if either of 
the statement was not true ,you would 
have sold the market), now with 
markets correcting 13% now,the market 
in relative terms is better valued than 
what it was in end Jan .Can the market 
correct more than 13%, we do not 
know, it can or it can reverse upwards –
we don’t knows, no one knows, no one 
catch the bottom.

So if you are long term investor and not 
bothered about short to midterm then 
slowly buy the market as it better 
valued relatively. Buy not at one go but 
in staggered manner, that is what we are 
doing! One more important thing, turn 
off the screen ,be off from social media 

“"If you aren't willing to own 
a stock for ten years, don't 
even think about owning it for 
ten minutes  ... “I buy on the 
assumption that they could 
close the market the next day 
and not reopen it for five 
years”     - Warren Buffet
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What to do in this once a lifetime Crisis 
the vaccine is discovered. There is 
almost a halt to economic activities in 
major countries of the world and the 
worst is no one knows when it will 
kick start again .There will be second 
and third level of impact of this halt or 
lockdown. No one knows how 
devastating it will be. Major developed 
countries and their central bank have 
come up with economic & fiscal 
stimulus. Even after these stimulus no 
one can stop a recession in major 
economies and no know knows when 
this will end. Please see as of now the 
projections of GDP’s of different 
countries.

for some time, enjoy the nature, go for 
holiday, take break ,basically stop 
seeing the screen ,you will be happy. 

Like Warren buffet says  "If you aren't 
willing to own a stock for ten years, 
don't even think about owning it for 
ten minutes  ... “I buy on the 
assumption that they could close the 
market the next day and not reopen 
it for five years”.

Update as of now :
As I write this article the virus have 
spread to more than 180+ countries 
impacting 1.6 mio people with close to 
100000 deaths all over the world .The 
virus in India have impacted more than 
6500 people with more than 200 
deaths .
We are at a “never seen before never 
experienced before” type historic 
juncture where not human greed and 
fear which drive economic or market 
boom and bust in all earlier cycles is 
playing the spoilsport, but a health 
hazard created the crisis after almost 
100+ years when globe is much more 
interconnected, when people, 
information and analysis travel must 
faster than any time in human history.
Since this type of pandemic haven’t 
happened in last 100 years ,inspite of 
all data and the world being 
interconnected, fear is at its highest till 
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The original coronavirus issue 
in China started as a supply 
side issue (China not able to 
supply to the world), but now 
since the entire world is 
impacted it is a Demand Side 
issue now. It is a function 
of earning power, predictability 
of cash flows, demographic 
profile, availability of quality 
jobs, skill level, wealth effect 
and “animal spirit”. Now these 
issues have varied effect on 
different countries. In India, these 
issues are constraining our growth 
for many years as we faced quite a 
few economic shocks which are 
known to every one like Demonetization, 
lack of private Capital expenditure, 
stretched fiscal Position, poor growth 
in tax collection and almost 
zero job growth.

This Lock Down in India 
has only exacerbated the issue 
significantly. Now we face 
situation when many people who 
are employed in SME / 
MSME may find problem in 
retaining their existing job, 
there may be salary cut or 
deferment in well paying jobs, 
poor increase in salary / 
wage across sectors. 

Unfortunately,this Covid19 crises have 
come at a very critical moment for 
Indian economy as we were about to 
come out of the decade long banking 
NPA crises and presently staring at 
another NPA crises due to this massive 
lock-down and  slowdown.

Having said above, there is also  
contra view which is all 
these thinking of the unknown 
is crap. We, as people, will continue to 
do exactly what we were doing. It is 
purely the recency bias that people are  
projecting things of today onto 
tomorrow. They feel may be with the  

I have just put my point of view  ,you 
please apply your situation and mind 
to decide what you need to do :

1.Have a minimum of 2 years  living
expense in bank. Please keep it idle
and don’t try to optimize this.
2. In this kind of situation
i. Cash is king, use relief rally to

sell on dips to preserve cash
ii. You can buy those stocks which
have corrected a lot
iii. Rejig your portfolio (lower
weight-age on leveraged business in 
this type of crisis )  
iv.Buy the market as it is better
valued relatively but Invest that
money which you don’t require for
next 5 years. Buy NOT  at one go but
in staggered manner over  months .
As investors you cannot sell 
everything and be at 100% cash as no

exception of - may be online businesses 
pickup a bit and video conferencing/
chats becoming more prevalent, nothing 
will change.

Lets take a look back at demonetisation. 
Everyone  were saying cash will be 
dead and most people will start 
transacting online or through mobile. 
And initial data did suggest that. Paytm 
became the poster boy. Pause and fast 
forward 2 years. Paytm is struggling to 
survive.

Cash transactions are at an all time high 
and those businesses which were 
supposed to have been killed by the so-
called “formal economy” are doing as 
well as they did before. 

So what you do now in this kind of 
situation ? The drops in US and Indian 
markets are ferocious to say the least

What has been worrying you is not the 
drop itself but the speed (read in short 
time) of the drop. Normally when 
market drops so much, you will have 
relief rally in such bear market. Please 
see the above graph for better 
understanding . 

So again the question  may come to 
your mind what you do in this kind 
of situation .

one can catch the bottom of the 
market, our actionable is to watch out 
for those businesses which are 
shepherded by great management and 
have a tailwind in their business 
operations with  high free cash flow 
and low debt. Mr Market is already 
helping you with the valuations and is 
likely to help you more in the future!!

Stay safe , take care and all the best !



DIGITIANS are those who born in or after the 
year 2000 and will be a dominant force through 
2075. They are completely different in usage of 
their left brain and motor nerves. They are 
different from the Millennials in behaviour, 
thinking and action.

The world is changing superfast – media, 

 How to inVest in 
Digitian capitaL 

Presently DIGITIAN  is raising money from Equity Investor in various classes 
(A, B and C) depending upon investment amount. This is a Unique opportunity to 
select a Zero Tax destination to Invest money especially for Diasporas. If you 
need to know about Investment opportunities, Please write to us for more details 
at info@mydigitian.com

 z Unique Access to Frontier & 
Emerging Markets

 z Value Stock Pick 
 z Online Investment Platform

 z Cheaper Cost
 z Multi-bagger return
 z Open & Transparent Upside 

Sharing

DiscLaimer

info@mydigitian.com 

Standard Chartered Tower 

Level 5  Emaar Square 

Down Town, Burj Khalifa 

PO Box : 35482 

Dubai UAE

Visit our website :

• Market Vision

Indian Budget 2020 special

• WORLD 2020 and
INDIA 2020 (Click here)

We are looking for Virtual 
Analyst. 

Apply at  
Career@mydigitian.com

mydigitian.com

Contacts us :

DIGITIAN Capital is the trade mark of the DIGITIAN Investment Inc, A RAK ICC Company6

communications, banking, currencies, education, 
retail channels, health & medicines, travel and tourism, consulting, 
manufacturing, agriculture, – every sectors facing disruptive innovations; 
Nano technology, internet of things, artificial intelligence and robotics will 
be overwhelmingly embedded. In this age, model disruption, extinction, 
miniaturisation, real time delivery, speed and virtualisation are neo normals.

We make you ready for them

Disclaimer: This communication is issued by DIGITIAN Investment Inc (DIgitian Capital) on a strictly confidential basis. Digitian Capital is not a regulated entity. This document must not be regarded 
as independent research and has been prepared by Digitian Capital for information purposes only. Digitian Capital and its directors, employees, agents and consultants shall have no liability for any 
statements, opinions, information or matters arising out of, contained in or derived from, or any omissions from, this information package. All recipients of this information should make their own 
independent evaluations, should conduct their own investigation and analysis and should check the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the information. Investments discussed in this publication 
may not be suitable for all investors. Advice should be sought from a professional and authorized financial adviser regarding any investment products discussed in this publication before investments 
are made. Where this information package summarizes the provisions of any other documents, that summary should not be relied upon and the relevant documentation must be referred to for its 
full effect. This document is not directed to, nor intended for distribution or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where the publication or availability of this document or such 
distribution or use would be contrary to local law or regulation, including the USA.  The  News letter is published  from  RAK, UAE
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